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For the spiritualist, the path of the zodiac forms an important course
of his theoretical and practical study. The zodiac is the limitation of man

when he is in the lowest and at the same time it is the path of his liberation
when he is on the higher plane.

  These lines are from Spiritual Astrology  by Dr. E. Krishnamacharya. Spiritual astrology deals with the
relationship between man and cosmos. It is one of the six keys to the secrets of wisdom whose centre is
the consciousness of man. Through study and continuing meditation on the human and animal forms of
the zodiac, he discovers that he is a small image of the cosmic man. He eventually realizes within him-
self all the planets, the solar system, and the cosmic plan to which he devotes his life. This wisdom re-
veals itself to the person who lives in the soul consciousness. Whoever is firmly anchored in the personal-
ity will never find the subtle dimensions.

  The Letters on Spiritual Astrology  contain thoughts from the wisdom teachings. Their purpose is to
give encouragement to explore connections and correspondences and to elevate oneself to the level of
Oneness which is found beyond the riddles of creation.

Taurus

  THE PRESENT OF THE FULL MOON
Each day reveals another combination of energies.
To a superficial observer however one day seems
to be like the other, he does not see a difference
between a new and a full moon or between one
full moon and the next one. If we want to under-
stand the changing qualities of Time, we need an
understanding of the principles and their interrela-
tions represented by the sun signs, the constella-
tions as well as the planets. In trying to perceive
the prevailing qualities of time, to align and to act
accordingly, we gain an ever-more detailed know-
ledge of subtle processes and rhythms. One must
do more than listen politely to these truths; one
must apply them as reality.  (Supermundane,
§ 183)
Each full moon offers a present expressing itself in
specific energies. In order to experience them and
utilise them for daily life, we have to attune to
them two to three days before and after the full
moon. Many may think that their living conditions
would not allow them to do this, but attuning does
not mean to put aside all work which we normally
have. While attending to our work, we have in a
chamber of our mind the consciousness that we are
in the time of full moon. An important preparation
is not to get ourselves blocked by personal difficul-
ties and to keep aligned to the full moon energy.
When we organise our daily routine properly and
overcome the inner and outer resistances, space
gets created for the subjective work.

The Taurus Full Moon is a particularly important
time for man and earth, for Taurus brings a receiv-
ing of the energies of the Divine Will, which were
poured out from higher circles in Aries. Taurus has
a receiving and Aries a distributing aspect. The
symbol of Taurus therefore is a semicircle over a
circle (n) - the two horns of the bull represent
converging arcs -, while the symbol of the Aries-
energy has two diverging arcs.

  BEAUTY IN THE FORM
In the body Taurus holds the part reaching from
the eyebrows to the throat. From the eyebrows
upwards it is Aries. Voice, sound and word are
ruled by Taurus. Before we utter the Word, it is in
us, as us, with us, and then we utter it. Through
our utterance we can inspire and support, but also
inhibit or hurt. How much do we speak during the
day without an intention or also with negative
thoughts! Much patience and empathy is needed to
neutralise negative thoughts in us and in the sur-
rounding. Trying to speak in a right way and thus
helping others is an important work of good will.
Taurus is the first earth sign of the Fixed Cross and
has to do with the form aspect of creation. The
Taurus personality has fixed ideas, convictions and
relations, however he is good-natured, tolerant
and persevering. You can easily rely upon him. He
likes to surround himself with tasteful facilities and
also enjoys good food as well as beautiful bodies of
the other sex. He loves the beauty in the form, and
Venus, the ruler of Love and Beauty, is here the



regent of Taurus. Pure Beauty however is the Di-
vine aspect of form being veiled by the beautiful
shape. We find Beauty through, but not in the
form. A lightful form lets radiate through the inner
Beauty more easily. In order to experience the
inner glow of Divine Beauty, advanced spiritual
students are utterly careful about light food and
pure speech.

  THE EYE OF THE BULL
Taurus is the month in which you can get impreg-
nated by the Will. Therefore it is called the
fertilising bull, which fertilises the earth and the
earthly beings and gives new inspiration to life. If
we attune to the Full Moon in Taurus, we can get
injected into us a new dose of will energy. Then it
should not be used for ourselves, but transmitted
to others. Every work transmitting light to people
in any area and representing something good for
society, is a work of good will. This is the Will to
serve, not the will to power and manipulation.
If we get more and more focussed in our work, the
bull with two horns symbolically becomes the uni-
corn, with the horn of light. To meditate on the
symbol of the unicorn helps us to reach the point
between the two horns of the bull  called the
bull s-eye  or third eye in the middle of the fore-

head. It exists in us as the Eye of the Lord keeping
an eye on all our steps in life. To meet the eye
means to keep stability in vibration and to do in
every given moment what has to be done. The
Eye of the Bull  in the constellation of Taurus is

the magnificent fixed star Aldebaran, which is re-
garded since ancient times as conferring illumina-
tion. In the East it is called Rohini, meaning That

which roars . The bull roars  the Divine Word
from the cosmic to the planetary plane, as energy
pours down from the eye of the bull. We can de-
vote the month of Taurus to such a contemplation.

  THE VAISAKH-FESTIVAL
In Sanskrit the zodiacal sign of Taurus is called
Vrishabha: Bha means radiance of light, and Vrisha
means pouring down. The downpour of the ener-
gies of Will is reflected via the moon and is trans-
mitted to earth through the full moon in a soft and
reduced form, for the well-being of the planet and
its beings. During Taurus Full Moon the moon is in
Scorpio, in the constellation of Vaisakha. Therefore
this full moon is called Vaisakha or Wesak Full
Moon in the East. Since time immemorial this festi-
val is celebrated by initiates in the Himalayas, they
meet in order to receive the Will and to start work-
ing in accordance with it in the coming year. The
Vaisakh festival represents a group endeavour and
not an individual one. Therefore you should come
together for the Vaisakh festival in a group and
hold it conjointly. Let us attune to it and thus en-
able the transmission of energies. Then the Full
Moon becomes a feast of the Spirit.
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